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Motivation and Overview

Takeaway from BOP 2019:
n Deep Learning-based methods: Fast, good in separating clutter from data, not-so-good pose

estimation (yet)
n Voting with Point Pairs: Locally optimal pose estimation, slow global search
n DL-based methods are often two-stage methods: Object detector followed by pose estimation

n Our approach: Use DL-based instance segmentation to localize objects, followed by PPF-Voting 
for pose estimation



n High variance in datasets (regarding training data, sensors, objects)
n Train multiple networks, use the one with better validation error

n We use RetinaMask and MaskRCNN [2,3]
n The main challenge is the training set

n Partially large domain gap between training and test data for some datasets
n Different types of training data provided (none / CAD only, model cut-outs, synthetic images, real 

images)
n PBR is a large step forward but does not fully close the domain gap

n Our Approach
n Use real training images where available
n Otherwise, augment validation / synthetic training images

n Cut out objects, paste objects on COCO images, random scale / rotation / position
n Use PBR images if it improves validation mAP
n Online augmentation during training: Color variation, mirroring

Instance Segmentation



n Restrict search by using segmented instances and predicted classes
n Implementation of vanilla point pair voting [1] (HALCON 20.05 progress)

n Finds the locally best pose (largest geometric overlap)
n Trained using CAD model only

n Robust ICP, scoring and verification (on depth data only)
n Feature-point matching to resolve symmetries using texture [4]

Pose Estimation



Results

Comparison to Baseline

12 times faster
15% higher AR



Results

At time of submission (1 pm)…

…10 hours later



n Good training data is vital
n Mind the (domain) gap!
n Practicability: from CAD model to training data?

n Automatic selection of method parameters based on validation error works
n and avoids dataset-specific parameters

n Hybrid approaches that leverage advantages of learning and geometric approaches can (still?) 
reach state-of-the-art
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Conclusion


